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Analysis of heterogeneous uptake by nanoparticles
via diﬀerential mobility analysis–drift tube ion
mobility spectrometry†
Derek R. Oberreit, Peter H. McMurry and Christopher J. Hogan Jr.*
Improved methods are needed to study sorption of vapor molecules by particles in the gas phase
(heterogeneous uptake), which is an important process in both natural and engineered environments.
Here, a new measurement system, composed of a diﬀerential mobility analyzer (DMA) and drift tube ion
mobility spectrometer (DTIMS) in series, is used to examine the heterogeneous uptake of water vapor by
2.85–7.6 nm particles composed of lithium and sodium iodide. The extent of heterogeneous uptake is
determined by controlling the relative humidity of the drift region in the DTIMS in the 0–30% range
(in air at atmospheric pressure and room temperature), and is quantified via the dimensionless growth
factor (GF), i.e. the ratio of the mobility diameter of particles at a prescribed relative humidity relative to
their mobility diameter under dry conditions. The precision in GF estimation of the DMA–DTIMS system
is shown to be below 0.2%. An analytical equation to calculate the growth factor, based upon predictions
of the equilibrium constants for the successive uptake of vapor molecules by particles, is also presented.
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While the equation is sufficiently general to enable comparison between measured GFs and predictions
from any theoretical expression for equilibrium constants, we specifically compare measurements to GF
predictions based on the classical Kelvin–Thomson–Raoult (KTR) model for the vapor pressure of a small
particle, with consideration of the influence of the ion–dipole potential on water vapor–nanoparticle
collisions. It is shown that KTR calculations drastically underpredict the extent of heterogeneous uptake
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for the examined nanoparticles.

Introduction
Nanoparticle–vapor molecule collisions lead to the sorption of
vapor molecules onto nanoparticles (heterogeneous uptake),
and thus vapor molecules present in an aerosol can substantially alter particle size and chemical composition.1–4 Classical
relationships are frequently invoked to predict the extent of
heterogeneous uptake, which are based upon the Kelvin–Thomson
equation5,6 and invoke bulk property values for both vapor
molecules and particles. However, in many situations such
classical relationships are inadequate;7–10 errors with classical
approaches manifest when modeling heterogeneous uptake by
particles which have sizes close to molecular dimensions,7,8
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when the particle is soluble in the condensed liquid,11–13 or if
sorption leads to formation of a vapor molecule monolayer on
the particle surface.14 Most notably, the fraction of nanometer
scale particles which grow into micrometer sized droplets via
heterogeneous uptake when exposed to supersaturated vapor
(i.e. as in condensation particle counters) is found to be strongly
dependent on particle material and charge state in a manner not
explained by classical relationships.15,16 While modifications to
classical approaches have been developed to address these
issues,13,17–22 measurements of vapor molecule sorption by
aerosol particles remain necessary to better understand heterogeneous uptake, particularly during the initial stages of uptake
by sub-10 nm particles, i.e. when the sorbed species represents
only a small fraction of the total particle mass and in a size
range where classical relationships have yielded poor agreement
with measurements.
The experimental techniques which have been used to study
such uptake can be described as either equilibrium or nonequilibrium methods. Although the latter7,10,23,24 provide valuable
information on particle growth in supersaturated environments, measurements on particles are made only after uptake
increases particle sizes to the supermicrometer size range.
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Therefore, these methods do not aﬀord direct examination of
the initial stages of uptake. Conversely, techniques that investigate heterogeneous uptake under equilibrium conditions,
including tandem diﬀerential mobility analysis (TDMA),25,26
electrodynamic balance (EDB) measurements,27–30 and high
pressure mass spectrometry (HPMS),8,9 can be used to examine
finite degrees of heterogeneous uptake and hence the initial
stages of growth. Collectively, use of these approaches enables
study of heterogeneous uptake onto particles over a wide size
range, yet leaves a window in the B2–10 nm size (diameter)
range where measurements are difficult. HPMS is best suited
for subnanometer molecular clusters, while TDMAs typically
perform best above B7 nm20 (though smaller particles have
been examined31). EDB systems are limited to submicrometer
and larger particles (which can be observed optically).
The objective of this work is therefore to develop and demonstrate the capabilities of a measurement system for equilibrium
measurements of heterogeneous uptake by sub-10 nm particles.
The measurement system is composed of a high sheath flow rate
DMA coupled to a recently developed32 drift tube ion mobility
spectrometer (DTIMS), unique from most DTIMS instruments33 in
that it is interfaced with an aspirating condensation particle
counter (CPC). The use of a DMA–DTIMS aids in overcoming long
counting times encountered using TDMA with low concentrations
of particles in the sub 10 nm size range. In the proceeding
sections, the DMA–DTIMS system is described in detail and
laboratory results for the sorption of water vapor molecules to
2.85–7.6 nm LiI and NaI salt particles are presented. An analysis
approach is provided which facilitates comparison of DMA–DTIMS
measurements to theoretical predictions of heterogeneous uptake.

Experimental methods
DMA–DTIMS system description
A schematic of the DMA–DTIMS system is shown in Fig. 1a. The
aerosol particles under examination are first sampled into a
DMA, which transmits only charged particles with a narrow range
of electrical mobilities centered about a value Zp, adjustable by
varying the DMA operating conditions (sheath flowrate and
voltage difference between electrodes). The DMA in the presented
system is the 1/2 mini-DMA (Nanoengineering Corp.), which is
described in detail by Fernandez de la Mora & Kozlowski,34 with
the working principles of modest-to-high resolving power DMAs
also described elsewhere.35 The DMA is operated with a sheath
flow of air in recirculating mode (using a Domel Inc. vacuum
blower). A water cooled heat exchanger, similar to that used by
Fernandez-Garcia & Fernandez de la Mora,36 is used to maintain
the sheath gas temperature at B22 1C. The flowrate of aerosol
entering and exiting the DMA is set to B5 l min1.
Because the sheath flowrate is on the order of 100 l min1,
it is diﬃcult to measure precisely. The DMA electrical mobility–
voltage relationship is instead inferred through measurement
of an ion of known electrical mobility; with the transmission
of an ion of electrical mobility Zcal at applied voltage Vcal,
the electrical mobility Zp of a charged particle maximally
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transmitted at applied voltage V is given by the relationship:
Zp = (Vcal/V)Zcal (with constant DMA sheath flowrate). In calibration we use the tetradodecylammonium+ ion, whose electrical
mobility was measured accurately by Ude & Fernandez de la
Mora37 in air, near atmospheric pressure close to 20 1C. Assuming
that a hard-sphere relationship can describe the electrical mobility of this ion (supported by measurements38 and calculations39
by Larriba & coworkers), the measured tetradodecylammonium+
electrical mobility is adjusted40 to correct for the slight temperature (23–24 1C) and pressure (1% above atmospheric pressure)
differences between Ude & Fernandez de la Mora’s experiments
and those presented here.
For safety reasons, voltage is applied to the inner electrode of
the DMA while the outer electrode is held at ground potential.
Particles migrate from the outer electrode to the inner electrode,
where the DMA outlet is located. A semiconductive polymeric
tube (Ensital SD, Piper Plastics Inc., Illinois, USA) is connected to
the outlet to isolate the DMA inner electrode electrostatically
from the remainder of the measurement system. After exiting the
DMA, the flow of electrical mobility selected particles is split;
1 l min1 enters the DTIMS, while the remainder enters a HEPA
filter and is vented to atmosphere. Like the DMA, the DTIMS
separates charged particles from one another by their electrical
mobilities, though in the DTIMS charged particles are driven by
an electric field axially through a cylindrical drift region to a
detector (a CPC). Therefore, all particles in a wide electrical
mobility range are transmitted and travel along similar trajectories, but their arrival times at the detector depend on electrical
mobility.41
The DTIMS is operated as described previously,32 with 1 or
3 kV applied as the drift voltage and with a WCPC42,43 (water
CPC) model 3788 (TSI Inc., Minnesota, USA) used as the
detector. The WCPC operates with a flowrate of 0.615 l min1,
and the DTIMS counter-flowrate is nominally set at 0.2 l min1,
with the sum of these flows entering the drift region at the
counterflow inlet. DTIMS measurements are quantified by
arrival time distributions (ATDs), which express the number
of particles detected per unit arrival time (or per unit log arrival
time), as a function of the arrival time. The arrival time (t) is
linked to the electrical mobility of a detected particle via a
previously developed32 dimensionless calibration equation:
Pe
t ¼ 1:127 þ 0:0047
Ce

(1a)

where t is the dimensionless drift time, equivalent to tucL1
(uc is the average counterflow velocity; L is the drift region
length), and Pe/Ce is the ratio of the Peclet number to the
dimensionless ratio of the electrostatic potential and the thermal
energy (equivalent to ucLZp1VD1, where VD is the applied
voltage to the DTIMS).32 This equation can be rearranged to
express the inverse electrical mobility as:


tVD
VD 1
Zp ¼ 0:887 2  0:0041
(1b)
L
uc L2
Total measurement times less than 10 seconds are employed.
To control the vapor molecule concentration in the drift region,
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the DMA–DTIMS system. EAG: Electrospray Aerosol Generator; DMA: Differential Mobility Analyzer; CPC: Condensation Particle
Counter. (b) Schematic of the nebulizer used to humidify the drift tube counterflow gas.

a nebulizer, depicted in Fig. 1b, is placed upstream of the
counterflow inlet. The nebulizer is operated with 0.815 l min1 of
ultra-high purity zero air (Airgas) with controlled water volumetric flow (using New Era syringe pump). Liquid water flowrates
range from 0.05–4 ml min1. The present study is limited to
measurements with water vapor in the RH o 30% range near
room temperature. To remove residue particles remaining after
the nebulizer (water droplets evaporate, however each droplet
contains some amount of non-volatile residue) a glass fiber filter
is placed downstream of the nebulizer prior to the counterflow
inlet. The dew point of the drift region is nominally calculated
from the mass flow rate of water entering the nebulizer and the
counterflow inlet flowrate (0.815 l min1), and periodically
validated using a dew point hygrometer (General Eastern). It is
found that the measured and the calculated dew points differ
by 0.5 1C at most for the dew points that can be measured
by the hygrometer. The temperature is also measured at the
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counterflow inlet, and used in conjunction with the dew point
measurement/calculation to determine the RH of the drift
region.
All DTIMS flows are maintained with mass flow controllers
(MKS Instruments) and calibrated using a bubble-type flowmeter
(Sensidyne Inc.). The operation of the complete DMA–DTIMS
system is controlled via a Labviewt (National Instruments)
program, and all voltages are applied using Bertan high voltage
power supplies. Positively charged particles are examined for the
presented results; thus, a negative voltage is applied to the DMA
inner electrode and the drift voltage is positive. DTIMS ATDs are
determined directly from the WCPC counts (collected via the
Labviewt program) and binned in units of log scale time.
Heterogeneous uptake analysis
As the examined particles are approximately spherical and singly
charged (as explained subsequently), their diameters (dp) can be
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estimated from their electrical mobilities via the free molecular
limit of the Stokes–Millikan relationship:38
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pmair 3e
1
Zp ¼
(2)


8k B T prx dp þ dair 2
where mair and dair are the average mass (29 Da) and diameter
(0.3 nm) of the surrounding gas molecules, r is the gas mass
density, x is a scattering coefficient (1.36), e is the unit charge,
kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature. In
instances where the counterflow of the DTIMS is not humidified, the electrical mobility selected by the DMA and that
corresponding to the peak arrival time (t0) are identical (Zp,0),
and the diameter inferred from eqn (2) corresponds to the dry
particle diameter, d0. However, with the counterflow humidified,
heterogeneous uptake leads to particle growth and decreasing
electrical mobilities. Provided the particles under examination
are of identical chemical composition to one another, and
particles reside in the drift region for times substantially longer
than the system equilibration time, the extent of heterogeneous
uptake can be quantified by calculating the dimensionless
growth factor (GF):12,44


dp þ dair RH
ðGFÞRH ¼
(3)
d0 þ dair
where the subscript ‘‘RH’’ denotes the relative humidity in
question, and (dp + dair)RH is inferred from the peak arrival
time in ATDs measured at counterflow relative humidity ‘‘RH’’
(with corresponding electrical mobility Zp,RH). In using eqn (2)
and (3), we have not corrected for the change in gas properties
brought about by the change in drift region gas composition
when water vapor is added. At the highest relative humidities
employed (22%), approximately 0.7% of the gas molecules in
the drift region are water. In the absence of any heterogeneous
uptake, noting that the addition of water vapor leads to a 0.25%
decrease in both the gas density and effective molecular weight
of air, eqn (2) predicts that the particle electrical mobilities
would increase by 0.1% due to the presence of water vapor.
Shown subsequently, this is less than the uncertainty of growth
factor measurements themselves (unless a large number of
particles are counted) and further would lead to a growth factor
below unity, i.e. the addition of water vapor alone would not
decrease the electrical mobility of particles. However, with
higher relative humidities and with small extents of heterogeneous uptake, the influence of water vapor on the background gas properties should be considered.
Aside from the influence of water vapor on background gas
properties, the finite resolution of the DT-IMS spreads out
measured signal across the ATD, which reduces the precision
with which the actual peak measurement time can be determined in a manner governed by Poisson (counting) statistics.
To explore the influence of counting statistics on DMA–DTIMS
measurements, we determine the standard deviation of the
peak arrival time (st) in measurements, following an analogous
approach to the that utilized by Rader and McMurry25 to examine
the precision of TDMA systems. Specifically, we generate
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random data sets intended to mimic DMA–DTIMS results by
approximating ATDs as Gaussian distributions with normalized
full width half maxima of 1/5, based upon the resolving power
of the DTIMS32 (and neglecting signal smearing by the DMA,
which has a resolving power in excess of 25). For each distribution, DNpeak, the number of counts in the measurement
channel corresponding to the peak arrival time, is selected in
the range 10–1000. Additionally, the peak arrival time is varied
from 1.5–3.5 s, the total measurement time is assumed to be
5.0 s, and both 150 and 240 time channels (starting at 0.1 s) are
used. To determine the number of counts (DN) in each time
channel, artificial ‘‘noise’’ signal is input into simulated distributions by adding to each of the Gaussian time bin counts
(DNGaus) the product of the Poisson standard deviation
(DNGaus)1/2 and a normally distributed random number of
mean zero and unit standard deviation. Subsequently, peak
arrival times are inferred by fitting a Gaussian curve to each
ATD using least squares regression,45 in which the contribution
to the least squares error for each channel is weighted by DN1/2
within the channel. In fitting, only arrival times within two
standard deviations of the peak drift time are considered.
Finally, st is calculated over 100 simulated ATDs for each prescribed value of DNpeak, the number of measurement channels,
and true peak arrival time.
Fig. 2 displays values of st/t (where t is the specified peak
arrival time) as a function of DNpeak/Dlog10(t) (where Dlog10(t) is
the log-scale channel width), which reveals that all simulated
results collapse to a single curve, a power law regression to
which gives: st/t = 0.6806[DNpeak/Dlog10(t)]0.545 (R2 = 0.9949).
To directly assess the influence of instrument precision on GF
measurements, we define the standard deviation of the growth
factor, sGF, as:

sGF ¼


sZp;RH1

 
 !1=2
dGF 2
dGF 2
þ sZp;0 1
dZp;RH1
dZp;01

(4a)

Fig. 2 The arrival time standard error (symbols) for simulated DTIMS
measurements and GF standard error (lines) as a function of DN/Dlog10 t,
at the peak arrival time. Circles represent 150 bins per scan and triangles
represent 240 bins per scan. Black symbols, peak arrival time of 1.5 s;
white: 2.5 s; gray: 3.5 s. The solid black line represents GF = 1, the dashed
line is GF = 1.1, and the solid gray line is GF = 2. For the GF standard error,
the value used for t0 is 2.5 s.
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dGF
dZp;RH 1

!2
¼

Zp;0 Zp;RH
and
4

dGF
dZp;0 1

!2
¼

Zp;0 3
. For
4Zp;RH

the evaluation of dZp1 terms, in most experiments it is
acceptable to assume that random errors negligibly impact
measured GFs when compared to errors due to counting
statistics. The standard deviation of Zp1 is defined as:
sZp1 ¼

@Zp1
st
@t

(4b)

which, when combined with eqn (1b) gives:
sZp1 ¼

V
st
1:127L2

(4c)

With the assumption that DN/Dlog10(t) at the peak arrival time
is equivalent for measurements under both dry and humidified
conditions, by combining eqn (1b), (4a) and (4c), it is shown that:
0
!1=2 1

2
sGF
1
s
t
t;RH
0
@
A (4d)
¼
1þ
GF4
L
GF
2tRH
tRH
1  0:0047
uc tRH
For a drift tube with extremely high counterflow velocity (or
with a faster response detector, for which the time-independent
term in eqn (1a) is negligible), combining eqn (1b), (2), (3) and
(4d) leads to:
sGF
st;RH
uc  L=tRH
(4e)
¼
GF 21=2 tRH
Using eqn (4d) and parameters corresponding to the present
DMA–DTIMS system, Fig. 2 additionally shows calculated
values of sGF/GF for GF values of 1.0, 1.1, and 2.0, with t0 held
constant at 2.5 s. For the measurements performed here, the
mean sGF/GF was 0.0024 (with a standard deviation of 0.00045).
Therefore, under the conditions operated, the DMA–DTIMS
system had sufficient precision to distinguish measured GFs
from classical predictions, with greater precision achievable via
measurement of larger numbers of particles. Additionally, the
DMA–DTIMS combination has sufficient precision to quantify
GFs only several percent above unity in the sub-10 nm particle
size range, which has not been demonstrated with previously
developed tandem mobility analysis systems.
Laboratory measurements
With the DMA–DTIMS operated as noted in the ‘‘DMA–DTIMS
System Description’’ section, measurements of vapor uptake
were performed for particles composed of lithium and sodium
iodide. These salts were chosen for analysis due to their low
saturated aqueous solution activities, aw,sat, (0.186  0.002 and
0.397  0.006 at 20 1C for LiI and NaI respectively).46 Nanometer scale particles were generated via charge reduction
electrospray with a model 3480 electrospray aerosol generator47
(TSI Inc., Minnesota, USA) operated with a 40 mm inner diameter
silica capillary and with ultrapure zero air as the carrier flow at
1.0 l min1. The electrosprayed solutions were prepared with
HPLC grade methanol (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) at
salt concentrations of 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 mM. Ammonium acetate
(20 mM) was added to increase the solution electrical conductivity,
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facilitating stable cone-jet formation. Although the addition of
ammonium acetate led to significantly more NH4+, CH3COO
ions in electrospray solutions and generated droplets than Li+,
Na+ or I ions, we believe this minimally influenced the
chemical composition of electrospray generated particles, as
ammonium acetate clusters themselves are known to be extremely
volatile at room temperature (with cations and anions reacting and
evaporating as ammonia and acetic acid, respectively). In separate
differential mobility analyzer-mass spectrometer (DMA-MS)
measurements (using the system described by Rus et al.)48 of
electrosprayed ions generated from the solutions used in
experiments, we did not detect any stable NH4+ or CH3COO
containing cluster ions, while at non-volatile species concentrations of 20 mM under near-identical electrospray conditions,
1–10 nm diameter cluster ions are routinely observed.38,40,49
Moreover, small perturbations to the chemical composition of
the generated particles neither invalidate the ability of DMA–
DTIMS system to detect heterogeneous uptake derived mobility
shifts, nor do they strongly influence the results of the comparison performed to classical theory predictions.
A 5 mCi Po-210 source was used to produce roughly equal
concentrations of positive and negative ions, which, via collisions,50,51 reduced the charge level on droplets such that most
of them did not fission during the evaporation process. The
resulting size distribution of nanoparticles produced hence
reflected the initial size distribution of the electrosprayed droplets
(determined by the droplet size distribution and non-volatile salt
volume fraction in the solutions used52). Upon achieving a nearsteady state charge distribution due to collisions with ions, the
majority of generated nanoparticles were neutral, and the majority
of the charged particles were singly charged (positively or
negatively).51 In stable operation the electrospray aerosol generator
produced particles in the 2–10 nm diameter range with a fairly
monodisperse (geometric standard deviation of B1.1) size distribution function, the geometric mean of which was adjustable based
on the salt concentration in solution and liquid flowrate. An
additional B4.0 L min1 was added immediately downstream of
the EAG to reduce diffusion losses in the tubing leading to the DMA
inlet. For each of the salt concentrations, the peak electrical mobility
of the distribution was measured and this mobility was then
selected by the DMA. DMA selected particles entered the DTIMS,
operated with a prescribed RH. Between three and ten individual
ATDs were accumulated for each DMA selected electrical mobility
and RH value; reported ATDs are the average of these individual
ATDs. A two-minute pause between different RH values was used to
ensure that RH within the drift tube achieved the prescribed value.
After the final RH measurement the syringe pump was stopped and
a final ‘dry’ ATD was measured after a ten-minute delay.

Results and discussion
Measurement results
Fig. 3 displays plots of the normalized, log10-based ATDs, i.e.
the average normalized particle counts per unit of log10 arrival
time (DN/Dlog10(t)/Ntot, where Ntot is the total number of counts
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Fig. 3 DMA–DTIMS arrival time distributions for lithium iodide and sodium iodide particles. The corresponding inverse electrical mobility is shown on
the secondary axis for each of the distributions.

in all channels) as a function of arrival time, for DMA selected
particles. The electrical mobilities (Zp) of these particles (singly
charged) are determined directly from the DTIMS calibration
equation32 and are also displayed in Fig. 3 plots. Diameters
corresponding to the peak electrical mobility selected by the
DMA, calculated with eqn (2), are labeled in each Fig. 3 graph
(i.e. the diameters of the particles at zero relative humidity).
In the plot for initially 5.6 nm NaI particles, a portion of the
distribution was not measured, and therefore Ntot is artificially
low. Apparent for measurements of both NaI and LiI particles is
a shift in the peak arrival time in ATDs at higher drift region
RHs, which is indicative of heterogeneous water uptake. To
determine growth factors at each RH, the peak arrival time in each
ATD is inferred by repeating the Gaussian fitting procedure noted
previously in determining the DTIMS precision. The resulting
growth factors are plotted as a function of RH for three selected
diameters of lithium iodide and sodium iodide clusters in Fig. 4a
and b respectively. The errors bars in these plots are calculated
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with eqn (4d) using measurement results. A growth factor slightly
less than unity is found at lower RHs in several instances. This is
possibly due to either restructuring particles facilitated by collisions with water vapor molecules, or evaporation of ammonium
acetate upon the addition of water, as it is beyond what is
expected due to the change in background gas properties upon
introduction of water vapor. Such restructuring upon interaction
with trace amounts of water vapor has been observed for sodium
chloride nanoparticle generated in furnace reactors,12 however,
further examination of the structures of electrospray generated
iodide salt nanoparticles would be necessary to determine
whether this is a possibility in the present study. For lithium
iodide, higher GFs are observed for larger particles, and the onset
of growth for larger particles also occurs at lower RH values. For
sodium iodide particles, larger GFs are again observed for the
larger particles examined at the highest RHs; however, unlike
lithium iodide particles, the onset of growth is apparent at lower
RHs for the smaller particles examined.
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holds valid, where n denotes a number concentration,
Keq,g 0 denotes the dimensionless equilibrium constant for the
reaction ng1 " ng (i.e. modeling the reaction as a reversible
unimolecular reaction), Keq,g is the dimensional equilibrium
constant, nsat is the vapor molecule concentration at saturation, S is the saturation ratio (S = RH/100), ag1 is the sorption
rate coefficient (vapor molecules sorbed per unit time from a
single nanoparticle) and bg is the desorption rate coefficient
(vapor molecules desorbed per unit time from a single
nanoparticle).
The sorption rate is dependent upon the vapor molecule
concentration (nsatS), the sticking probability (assumed unity
here), as well as the vapor molecule–nanoparticle collision
kernel.53,54 For nanoparticles in the 2.85–7.6 nm diameter
range, the ion–dipole potential between charged nanoparticles
and water vapor molecules (dipole moment = 1.85 D) may
influence vapor molecule motion.55 We therefore calculate
ag1 with the relationship:

3
nsat SHS kB T dg1 þ dv ZFM2
ag1 ¼
(5b)
8mv Dv
ZC

Fig. 4 DMA–DTIMS inferred growth factors for (a) lithium iodide and
(b) sodium iodide nanoparticles, measured at 23.2 1C and 24.2 1C respectively, as a function of the relative humidity of the drift region in the DTIMS.

where HS is the dimensionless collision rate coefficient/collision
kernel,53,55 dg1 is the diameter of the particle undergoing vapor
molecule collisions (with g  1 vapor molecules sorbed), dv is the
effective vapor molecule diameter (B0.38 nm, approximated
from water’s bulk density and molecular weight), mv is the mass
of the vapor molecule, Dv is the diffusion coefficient of the vapor
in the background gas, and ZFM and ZC are the free molecular
and continuum enhancement factors brought about by potential
interactions, respectively.50,55 A similar equation can be written
for the desorption rate coefficient:

Comparison to theoretical predictions
The presented results show that DMA–DTIMS measurements
can be used to probe heterogeneous uptake onto nanometer
scale particles. Furthermore, measurements reveal differences in
particle growth factors for different particle chemical properties
and dry particle diameters. We now show how the extent of
heterogeneous uptake observed, quantified in terms of the
growth factor, can be compared to theoretical predictions, and
specifically compare to predictions based on classical relationships. For this analysis, we consider monomobile, singly charged
nanoparticles of homogenous chemical composition, which
uptake individual vapor molecules. We further assume that
nanoparticles traversing the drift region are in equilibrium with
the surrounding water vapor, such that the rate of vapor molecule sorption onto nanoparticles with g  1 vapor molecules
attached (i.e. the number of vapor molecule–nanoparticle collisions per unit volume per unit time) is equivalent the rate of
desorption of vapor molecules from nanoparticles with g vapor
molecules attached. This assumption is reasonable, given the
short timescales for vapor molecule–particle collisions relative to
particle drift times in the DTIMS. Therefore, the relationship:
ng
ag1
0
¼ Keq;g ¼ Keq;g nsat S ¼
ng1
bg
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(5a)

bg ¼

ns HD kB Tdg3
8mn Dn

(5c)

where ns is the vapor molecule concentration at the particle
surface and HD is the desorption rate collision kernel coefficient.
These functional forms are adapted from those proposed by
Ouyang et al.,55 and in them the influence of potential interactions on the collisions (but not on desorption) is considered.
Rigorously, these relationships apply for circumstances in which
the vapor molecule is substantially more massive than the
background gas molecules. Although this is clearly not the case
for water vapor molecules in air, most theoretical studies suggest
that deviations from the equations presented here brought
about by low mass vapor molecules are minimal.53 Both HS
and HD are dependent on appropriately defined diffusive
Knudsen numbers (KnD):56
HS=D ¼

4pKn2D þ C1 Kn3D þ ð8pÞ1=2 C2 Kn4D
1þC3 KnD þ C4 Kn2D þ C2 Kn3D

(6a)

where C1 = 25.836, C2 = 11.211, C3 = 3.502, and C4 = 7.211. For
sorption, the diffusive Knudsen number is expressed as:


mn 1=2
2Dn ZC


KnD;S ¼
(6b)
kB T
dg1 þ dn ZFM
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which again considers the influence of potential interactions
on collisions. For desorption, neglecting potential interactions,
the diffusive Knudsen number is defined as:


mn 1=2 2Dn
KnD;D ¼
(6c)
kB T
dg
Enhancement factors (ZC and ZFM) are determined for the ion–
dipole potential using the method of Fuchs57 for the continuum
regime and using kinetic theory relationships55,58,59 for the free
molecular regime, with the approximation that the water dipole
is ‘‘locked’’ in alignment during its migration to a particle. This
approximation, though it considerably simplifies the analysis, can
lead to overestimation of the collision kernel.59 Comparison to
experimental results are hence made both considering and neglecting ion–dipole potential influences (for the latter ZC = ZFM = 1). This
is discussed in greater detail in the ESI,† which also contains
tabulated values of the enhancement factors.
In classical approaches, the vapor molecule concentration at
a nanoparticle surface is commonly expressed in terms of the
vapor pressure over a flat liquid surface, nsat, as:


ns
DE
(7a)
¼ exp
kB T
nsat
where DE is the change in free energy upon desorption of vapor
molecule. A number of functional forms6,11,23 have been
proposed for DE, which can give rise to drastically diﬀerent
expected degrees of heterogeneous uptake for nanoparticles.
DE values for comparison to measurements can additionally be
extracted via the methods of computational chemistry.17 For
simplicity, we elect to test the combined Kelvin–Thomson–Raoult
(KTR, classical theory) functional form for a singly charged
particle, expressed as:
 
1

@
2
@Ag
e
1
dg
DE ¼ g
 kB T ln aw

1
(7b)
er
@g
@g
4pe0
where g is the surface tension of the liquid–air interface, Ag is
the surface area of the particle, dg is the particle diameter, g is the
number of vapor molecules bound, e0 is the vacuum permittivity,
er is the relative permittivity of water, and aw is the water activity
on the surface of the particle. Changes in surface area and in
inverse diameter are calculated for discrete changes in g assuming that particles are spheres obeying the following relationships:

2=3
6
Ag ¼ p d 03 þ gn m
(7c)
p

1=3
6
dg ¼
d 03 þ gn m
p

(7d)

where nm is the volume of a liquid phase water molecule. Water
activities are evaluated assuming that that particles undergoing
heterogeneous uptake are each composed of a soluble central core
with an outer saturated solution phase present, until uptake leads
to complete dissolution of the core. In instances where a core
exists, aw is taken to be equivalent to the previously noted aw,sat
values, and in instances where the core is expected to be dissolved
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(the determination of which is described in the ESI†), the activity is
equated with the mole fraction of water in solution (Raoult’s Law).
Clearly, this manner of estimating the water activity is approximate; for low amounts of sorbed vapor molecules it is not
necessarily appropriate to define the sorbed layer as a saturated
solution, and further activities do not ‘‘jump’’ from saturated
solution values to ideal mixture values. In defining the free energy
of desorption, other researchers have also considered the influence of surface energy at the solid core–solution interface.18,19,60
While the surface energy of the solid–liquid interface can significantly affect the water activity of particles, there is limited
experimental data for this parameter, and it is therefore neglected
here. Finally, the liquid–air interfacial surface tension is assumed
to be that of bulk solution, and free of curvature dependencies.17
Combining eqn (5(a)–5(c)) and (7a) leads to:

 

ag1
DE HS dg1 þ dv 3 ZFM2
0
Keq;g ¼
¼ S exp
(8a)
k B T HD
bg
dg
ZC
Noting that DGg = kBT ln(Keq,g 0 ) = DHg  TDSg, where DGg, DHg,
and DSg are the changes in Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, and
entropy for the reaction ng1 " ng, from eqn (7b) and (8a) DHg
and DSg can be defined for KTR theory as:8
 
1

d
2
dAg
e
1
dg
(8b)
þ
DHg ¼ g
1
er
dg
dg
4pe0
DSg


 
HS
¼ kB  ln aw þ ln S þ ln
HD



dg1 þ dn
þ 2 ln ZFM  ln ZC
þ3 ln
dg

(8c)

We note that in most circumstances wherein classical theories
for heterogeneous uptake are invoked, the ratios (HS/HD),
(dg1 + dv)/dg as well as both enhancement factors are assumed
equal to unity, leading to DSg = kB(ln aw + ln S). The inclusion
of these terms here is akin to relaxing the assumptions dg c dv
and that ion–vapor molecule potential interactions negligibly
influence the collision rate.
At equilibrium, the concentration of particles with g vapor
molecules sorbed, relative to the concentration which have no
bound vapor molecules is expressed as:61
ng Y
0
¼
Keq;i
n0 i¼1
g

(9a)

With eqn (9a), the probability (Pg) that a random selected
nanoparticle has g vapor molecules sorbed is:
g
Q
0
Keq;i
ng
i¼1
Pg ¼
¼
1
j
1 Q
P
P
0
n0 þ nj 1 þ
Keq;i
j¼1

Pg ¼

(9b)

for g ¼ 0

(9c)

j¼1 i¼1

n0
1
¼
1
j
1 Q
P
P
0
n0 þ nj 1 þ
Keq;i
j¼1

for g 4 0

j¼1 i¼1
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Noting the ergodicity of systems in equilibrium, Pg is additionally the fraction of time each nanoparticle spends within the
drift tube with g sorbed vapor molecules (i.e. each nanoparticle
probes the equilibrium distribution of sorbed vapor molecules).
Therefore, the average electrical mobility inferred from measurements of monomobile particles at a prescribed vapor concentration is equal to:
Zp;RH ¼

1
X

Pg Zp;g

(10a)

g¼0

where Zp,g is the electrical mobility of a nanoparticle specifically
with g sorbed vapor molecules. Correspondingly, the ratio of
the electrical mobility measured at a prescribed relative humidity
to the electrical mobility of nanoparticles in the absence of vapor
molecules (Zp,0) is expressed as:


1
Zp;RH X
Zp;g
¼
Pg
Zp;0
Zp;0
g¼0

1þ


¼

 g

Zp;g Q
0
Keq;i
Zp;0 i¼1
g¼1
 j

1
Q
P
0
Keq;i
1þ
1
P



j¼1

combining eqn (2) and (10b) yields:
0
ðGFÞRH

1
P



j
Q

0



11=2

1þ
Keq;i
C
B
C
B
j¼1 i¼1
C
B
!
¼B

2 g
C
1
P
A
@
d0 þ dair Q
0
1þ
Keq;i
dg þ dair i¼1
g¼1

(10c)

When the introduction of vapor molecules negligibly influences
background gas properties, eqn (9) and (10) are suﬃciently
general to enable comparison of measured growth factors to
any theoretical prediction of Keq,i 0 values (i.e. they are independent of eqn (5)–(8)), and further can be employed for any
measurement system in which growth factors are inferred from
the electrical mobility shifts of free molecular regime spherical
particles. However, measurements are limited to instances
g
Q
0
where
Keq;i ! 0 as g - N; otherwise, particles grow withi¼1

(10b)

i¼1

For approximately spherical particles, Zp,RH/Zp,0 in the free
molecular limit is approximately equal to (GF)RH2, and

out bound. For saturation ratios well below unity this criterion
is typically satisfied, as the product sum of equilibrium constants is proportional to Sg. A summary of the parameters used
in eqn (10c) calculations, which match those during measurements, is provided in the ESI.†
Fig. 5 displays plots of the value GF  1 from both experiments and theoretical predictions. Instances where GF  1 is

Fig. 5 Comparison of measured (symbols) to theoretically predicted growth factors considering collision rate enhancement factors based on the
ion–dipole potential (solid line) and collision rates calculated without potential interaction influences (dashed line).
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below unity are not shown. For nearly all measurements, the
inferred GF  1 values are statistically significantly greater than
the minimum detectable GF  1 value (B0.005). Meanwhile, at
low relative humidities, predictions of GF  1 based upon
classical models, both with and without the ion-induced dipole
potential considered, are near or below the minimum detectable GF  1; thus, we conclude that measurements are in stark
disagreement with classical theory predictions despite the fact
that the actual measured growth factors diﬀer only by several
percent from classical predictions. We note that the incorporation of trace amounts ammonium acetate into particles cannot
explain the large disagreement between predictions and measurements, as the ammonium acetate saturated solution activity does
not diﬀer substantially from the iodide salts examined (note the
activity would need to be significantly lower to bring predictions
in agreement with measurements).
As emphasized in the introduction, diﬀerences between
measurements and predictions with classical theory DE values
are expected.8 While the results presented here are for particles
in a size range rarely examined, they are qualitatively similar to
previous measurement of heterogeneous uptake, in which
significantly more sorption has been typically observed than is
predicted at low saturation ratios.20,62,63 Fig. 5 also shows that
theoretically-predicted GFs begin to increase rapidly at a critical
saturation ratio that depends upon particle size, chemical composition, and whether potential interactions influence collisions
(most evident for smaller particles). This increase corresponds to
the expected onset of deliquescence.1,12,28 Though not clear from
Fig. 5, more pronounced heterogeneous uptake at a particular
RH is evident in Fig. 3a and b for both NaI and LiI particles,
which may correspond to the onset of deliquescence, though in
all instances at RHs well below the expected onset RHs.
It is also important to note that although the measured
growth factors are larger than classical predictions at low relative
humidities, they remain small; typically GF  1 is of order 102.
This suggests that in all circumstances, sorbed vapor molecules
do not make up a substantial fraction of the particle mass. It is
plausible that vapor molecules sorbed in this circumstance bind
to available ‘‘sites’’ on particle surfaces until the formation of a
monolayer, and that sorption and desorption of these vapor
molecules occurs with a near constant (g-independent) and
negative DE, provided there is a large number of available sites
during the early stages of uptake. However, fitting constant DE
values via eqn (10c) to measurements leads to poor agreement
(shown in Fig. S1, ESI,† using DE ranging from 6.25 meV to
62.5 meV), similar to that found with classical theory predictions (in which DE varies with particle diameter).
Overall, theoretical predictions of GF  1 values do not agree
well with DMA–DTIMS inferred GF  1 values, promoting the need
for further experimental and theoretical examination of heterogeneous uptake. Only in instances where theoretical predictions of
the Gibbs free energy changes associated with the sorption of
successive vapor molecules are extremely accurate will predictions
and measurements agree well with one another. This is clear from
the functional form of eqn (10c); GFs observed via DMA–DTIMS
measurement are dependent on the product sum of an exponential
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of these free energies. Small disparities between predicted and
actual free energy changes, such as the influence of vapor
molecule–ion potential interactions or improper estimates of
the water activity on the particle surface, can hence substantially alter the value of GF  1.

Conclusions
A new measurement system for studying heterogeneous uptake of
vapor molecules by nanometer scale aerosol particles is described
and demonstrated for water uptake by LiI and NaI. The system
includes a high resolution diﬀerential mobility analyzer (DMA),
a drift tube ion mobility spectrometer (DTIMS), and a condensation particle counter (CPC) in series. The DMA–DTIMS system
facilitates examination of vapor molecule uptake by particles in
the 2–10 nm size range. Several features of this instrument
combination make it uniquely well suited for heterogeneous uptake
measurements in comparison to its DMA–DMA or DTIMS–DTIMS
counterparts. First, uncertainties in measured growth factors are
near 0.5%, with the minimum detectable growth factor a strong
function of sampled particle concentrations. Such uncertainties are
less than what is achievable for sub-10 nm particles with two
conventional (resolving powers r 10) DMAs operated in tandem.25
Second, while higher sheath flowrate DMAs operated in tandem
may afford even better resolution on single measurement basis
than the DMA–DTIMS system, fluctuations in the sheath flowrates
of such DMAs over the course of a measurement (which are likely,
given that growth factor evaluation is more time consuming with
tandem DMAs) may introduce greater measurement uncertainties,
unless both DMAs are constantly recalibrated with mobility standards throughout the measurement period. Third, implementation
of a DTIMS–DTIMS system for similar measurements would
require more complex nanoparticle gating and data acquisition
procedures than employed in the DMA–DTIMS system.
A procedure to compare measurements to theoretical predictions of the extent of heterogeneous uptake has also been presented. Measurements reveal that in the relative humidity/
saturation ratio range examined, heterogeneous uptake occurs
to a degree much larger than predicted by classical uptake
theories. We propose that the DMA–DTIMS measurement system
will enable greater insight into the heterogeneous uptake process
for small particles, particularly by making measurements at
variable drift tube temperature. Such measurements will, for
example, enable us to discern enthalpic from entropic influences
on heterogeneous uptake. Further, we propose that the DMA–
DTIMS system can be utilized not only in laboratory studies, but
also in the field to study interactions between water and 2–10 nm
particles formed during new particle formation events in the
atmosphere.
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